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ABSTRACT. DREISER’SΝ NOVELSΝ AREΝ ACCUMULATIONSΝ OFΝ DETAILS ABOUT THE SOCIAL
BACKGROUND AND THE PERSONAL CONSTRAINTS OF HIS CHARACTERS. HIS OBSERVATION LED
TO THE CREATION OF AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY IN WHICH HE PRESENTED A NEW AND CRITICAL
VIEW OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY. IT IS OBVIOUS THAT DREISER AIMS AT EXPOUNDING THE
SOCIETAL NORMS AND THE ASPIRATIONS OF SOCIAL AND FINANCIAL SUCCESS IT ENFORCES
UPONΝ YOUNGΝ PEOPLE.Ν CLYDEΝ GRIFFITH,Ν THEΝ FICTIONALIZEDΝ CHESTERΝ GILLETTEΝ INΝ DREISER’SΝ
NOVEL AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY SYMBOLIZES THE PURSUIT OF THE AMERICAN DREAM AT THE
TURN OF THE CENTURY AND HE WAS JUST THE PRODUCT OF HIS ENVIRONMENT, A VICTIM OF
THESE GOALS THAT SOCIETY TAUGHT HIM TO STRIVE FOR: THE DESIRE FOR MATERIAL AND
SOCIAL SUCCESS . AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY IS NOTHING BUT A PIECE OF A SOCIAL CRITICISM OF
THE AMERICAN OBSESSION WITH MONEY AND HIGH SOCIAL STATUS AND IS BASED ON AN
HONESTΝ ACCOUNTΝ OFΝ AMERICANΝ LIFE.Ν DREISER’SΝ TALENTΝ LIESΝ INΝ THISΝ VERYΝ OBSERVATIONΝ
AND UNDERSTANDING OF HIS SOCIETY AS A WHOLE.
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1.

Introduction

InΝ1884ΝHenryΝJamesΝannouncedΝtСatΝfictionΝСadΝtoΝcreateΝanΝ“illusionΝofΝlife”ΝinΝorderΝtoΝ
be successful, his aesthetic of realism consisting in the accurate representation of the
psychological and material realities of the American life. One of the most outstanding
representatives of American realism, Theodore Dreiser explored in his novel entitled An
American Tragedy the hallowness of the American quest for material success. As a naturalistic
novel,ΝDreiser’sΝAmerican Tragedy is characterized by a massive documenting of the economic
asΝwellΝasΝsocialΝrealitiesΝofΝtСeΝsociety.ΝAsΝIrvinΝHoweΝsays”ΝNoΝotСerΝnovelistΝСasΝabsorbedΝintoΝ
his work as much knowledge as Dreiser had about American institutions: the mechanisms of
business, the stifling rhythms of the factory, the inner hierarchy of a large hotel, the chicaneries
ofΝcityΝpolitics,ΝtСeΝstatusΝarranРementsΝofΝrulersΝandΝruled.ΝForΝtСeΝmostΝpartΝDreiser’sΝcСaractersΝ
areΝdefinedΝtСrouРСΝtСeirΝrelationsСipΝtoΝtСeseΝinstitutions.”Ν[HoweΝinΝ An American Tragedy by
Theodore Dreiser:817]
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AccordinРΝtoΝLarsΝAСnebrinkΝtСeΝnaturalistsΝconsiderΝtСatΝman’sΝactionΝisΝcontrolledΝandΝ
determinedΝbyΝexternalΝforcesΝsucСΝasΝpСysical,ΝsocialΝandΝenvironmentalΝfactors.”Naturalism,ΝСeΝ
says,is a manner and method of composition by which the author portrays life as it is in
accordanceΝwitСΝtСeΝpСilosopСicΝtСeoryΝofΝdeterminism(exemplifiedΝinΝZola’sΝL’Assommoir).ΝInΝ
contrast to a realist, a naturalist believes that man is fundamentally an animal without free will.
To a naturalist man can be explained in terms of forces, usually heredity and environment which
operate upon him[ Ahnebrink:52]
Dreiser’sΝ novelsΝ illustrateΝ tСisΝ definitionΝ butΝ tСeΝ autСorΝ partlyΝ acceptsΝ tСeΝ principleΝ ofΝ
determinism and believes that man is not completely an animal. In Sister Carrie heΝsays:Ν ”OurΝ
civilization is still in a middle stage, scarcely beast, in that it is no longer wholly guided by
instinct;Ν scarcelyΝ СumanΝ inΝ tСatΝ itΝ isΝ notΝ yetΝ wСollyΝ РuidedΝ byΝ reason.”[Ν Dreiser,Ν Sister Carrie
:70]
Human beings are helpless, controlled by instincts and social forces and both Sister
Carrie and An American Tragedy illustrate this theme. Carrie from Sister Carrie and Clyde
Griffith symbolize the pursuit of the American Dream at the turn of the century. According to
this concept, through hard work and morality, anyone can become rich, irrespective of his/her
СumbleΝ oriРins.Ν ButΝ Dreiser’sΝ cСaractersΝ doΝ notΝ relyΝ onΝ СardΝ workΝ orΝ moralityΝ toΝ becomeΝ
successful. Carrie succeeds mainly because of her relationship with men, while Clyde reaches
success by making friends with the upper class elite.
2. SocialăCriticismăinăDreiser’săNovelăAn American Tragedy
Dreiser’sΝobservationΝledΝtoΝtСeΝcreationΝofΝAn American Tragedy in which he presented a
new and critical view of the American society.
Like Sister Carrie , An American Tragedy is nothing but a piece of a social criticism of
the American obsession with money and high social status and is based on honest accounts of
American life.In Sister Carrie Dreiser presents the life of his own sister Emma and An American
Tragedy wasΝbasedΝonΝrealΝcasesΝofΝmurderersΝwСoΝwereΝ“motivatedΝlessΝbyΝСatredΝtСanΝbyΝtСeΝ
passion to rise in society and thus, as Dreiser saw it, was a recurrent and bloody indictment of the
nation’sΝ falseΝ standards”[SwanberР:Ν 253].TСeseΝ murderers were Carlyle Harries who killed
Helen Potts in 1891; Chester Gillette who killed Grace Brown in 1906 and Reverend Clarence
Richeson who murdered Avis Linnell.
But,ΝasΝDenbyΝputsΝit,ΝΝ“TСeΝРreatnessΝofΝAn American Tragedy is that Dreiser took this
crime sensation and dissolved the violent but meaningless frame of the story into its innumerable
constituent episodes, the social condition of murderer and victim and friends; the moments of
obsession, doubt, and rage; the slowly forming moral hardness; the evasions, the hundred
hesitations and velleities; the acts rejected as well as those committed. No such story is truly
banal, Dreiser seems to be saying; there is only inadequate representation of what
Сappened”.[Denby:2]
Clyde’sΝ lifeΝ isΝ followedΝ fromΝ aΝ younРΝ age until his death and it is divided into three
Books which seem to explain the predetermined factor which led to his inevitable execution. In
BookΝOne,ΝDreiserΝpresentsΝinΝminuteΝdetailΝClyde’sΝpoor,ΝuneducatedΝandΝreliРiousΝbackРround.Ν
In the opening chapter the Griffith family are presented as singing religious songs on the streets
of Kansas City in their attempt to spread the message of God.
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Clyde’sΝ feelinРsΝ ofΝ embarrassmentΝ andΝ resentmentΝ areΝ obvious:”….СeΝ andΝ СisΝ parentsΝ
looked foolish and less than normal-“cСeap”ΝwasΝtСeΝwordΝСeΝwouldΝСaveΝusedΝifΝСeΝcouldΝСaveΝ
brought himself to express his full measure of resentment of having to participate in this wayandΝtСatΝСeΝwouldΝnotΝdoΝitΝanymoreΝifΝСeΝcouldΝСelp.”Ν[ΝDreiser,ΝAn American Tragedy: 12]
HeΝisΝevenΝmoreΝembarrassedΝbyΝСisΝsisterΝEsta’sΝpreРnancyΝoutsideΝofΝmarriaРeΝandΝСerΝ
abandonment.
AnΝimportantΝeventΝwСicСΝforesСadowsΝClyde’sΝtraРedy is his relationship with Hortense
Briggs which ends with a car crash in which a little girl is hit and killed. Clyde was now a bellboy at the Green Davidson, the largest hotel in Kansas where he experienced a world of wealth
and immorality he had never been familiar with. After the car crash, in order to avoid arrest he
has to flee Kansas City and at this point Book One ends.
In the opening chapter of Book Two, Clyde is again a bell/boy, this time in Chicago and
three years have passed since the car crash.
Here , Samuel Griffiths, his wealthy uncle offers Clyde a job in fictional Lycurgus where
СeΝwillΝmeetΝRobertaΝAlden,ΝtСeΝcСaracterΝbasedΝonΝGraceΝBrown.ΝAsΝDreiserΝputsΝit,Ν“СisΝwasΝaΝ
disposition easily and often intensely inflamed by the chemistry of sex and the formula of
beauty…СeΝwasΝsurelyΝtemptedΝatΝtimes,ΝespeciallyΝinΝtСeseΝwarmΝandΝlanРuorousΝsummerΝdays,Ν
with no place to go and not an intimate to commune with. [Ibid., 239].
Soon after that, Clyde is attracted to Sondra Finchley, the daughter of a wealthy local
family. He begins to wonder how to break off with Roberta, when she realizes she is pregnant.
TСeyΝtryΝtoΝabortΝtСeΝpreРnancyΝbutΝasΝtСeyΝfailΝRobertaΝpusСesΝforΝClyde’sΝconsentΝtoΝmarryΝСer.
ClydeΝdoesn’tΝaРreeΝtoΝmarryΝRobertaΝandΝtries to find any possible alternative and realize
his dreams of social and financial success by staying with Sondra.
HeΝ accidentallyΝ seesΝ anΝ articleΝ inΝ aΝ newspaperΝ entitledΝ “AccidentalΝ DoubleΝ TraРedyΝ atΝ
Pass Lake-Upturned Canoe and Floating Hats Reveal Probable Loss of Two Lives at Resort Near
Pittsfield-Unidentified Body of Girl Recovered-TСatΝofΝCompanionΝStillΝMissinР”ΝandΝbeРinsΝtoΝ
consider this alternative solution.
He meets Roberta and they go on a trip to the Adirodacks where they rent a rowboat on a
secluded lake where Roberta will drown.
BookΝ TwoΝ endsΝ witСΝ Roberta’sΝ deatС,Ν wСileΝ BookΝ TСreeΝ consistsΝ ofΝ tСeΝ Ν timeΝ afterΝ
Roberta’sΝdeatСΝincludinРΝClyde’sΝarrest,ΝtrialΝandΝexecution.
EvenΝuntilΝ СeΝisΝ executed,ΝClydeΝdoubtsΝСisΝ Рuilt:Ν ”HeΝСadΝaΝ feelinРΝtСat he was not as
РuiltyΝasΝtСeyΝallΝseemedΝtoΝtСink…TСeyΝСadΝnotΝbeenΝСarassed,Νtortured,ΝmockedΝbyΝtСeΝill-fate
of his early life and training, forced to sing and pray on the streets as he had in such a degrading
way, when his whole heart and soul cried out for better things. How could they judge him, these
people, all or any of them, even his own mother, when they did not know what his own mental,
pСysicalΝandΝspiritualΝsufferinРΝСadΝbeen?....”[Dreiser,ΝAn American Tragedy, 798]
Dreiser’sΝ novelsΝ areΝ accumulations of details about the social background and the
personal constraints of his characters.
HisΝcСaractersΝseemΝtoΝbeΝdriven,ΝasΝW.A.ΝSwaneberРΝputsΝit,ΝbyΝ“iРnoranceΝandΝinabilityΝ
to withstand the pressures of the shallow American yearning for money, success, fashion-dreams
about Dreiser himself was indeed an authority [Swanberg:254]
It is obvious that Dreiser aims at expounding the societal norms and the aspirations of
social and financial success it enforces upon young people. Then it is the fault of society that it
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СadΝ encouraРedΝ sucСΝ aΝ murderΝ asΝ DreiserΝ saysΝ tСatΝ “…societyΝ misunderstandsΝ eacСΝ real-life
counterpartΝ ofΝ ClydeΝ GriffitСs:Ν eacСΝ youtСΝ wСoΝ killsΝ wСileΝ pursuinРΝ tСeΝ prizeΝ ofΝ “success”Ν
tСrouРСΝaΝdesiredΝРirl’sΝloveΝisΝunjustlyΝseenΝbyΝsociety(and its laws) as a cold-blooded murderer,
whereas he is driven to the desperate deed by the lure of wealth combined with the chemically
explainable force of sexual instinct. This force is so overwhelming in effect that it makes each
“AmericanΝTraРedy”murderer a victim of extreme emotions which he cannot control and which
he did not create. They were created by contacts, and so came upon him as a disease may come
uponΝyou”.[ΝOrlovΝ:91]
Dreiser’sΝtalentΝliesΝinΝtСisΝveryΝobservationΝandΝunderstandinРΝofΝСisΝsociety as a whole.
3. Conclusion
Clyde was just the product of his environment, a victim of the goals that society taught
him to strive for: the desire for material and social success as Dreiser was deeply influenced by
socialΝDarwinismΝandΝZola’sΝtСeoryΝaccording to which man was the product of social processes
and forces. But we must not forget that the American naturalists also considered that human
beings were controlled by the environment, the pessimism and deterministic ideas of naturalism
pervading tСeΝ worksΝ ofΝ Dreiser.Ν TСeΝ novelΝ isΝ aΝ traРedyΝ sinceΝ Dreiser’sΝ cСaracter,Ν drivenΝ byΝ
instinct and a little bit of revolt, strives for a tiny amount of freedom and fails, his desires leading
to moral ruination instead.
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